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ABSTRACT

A simple and easy new technique for volatilized mercury determination in biological systems was developed. This
technique is fast and sensitive and can overcome the problems that arise due to the extremely low readings during
the measurements and reproducibility in biological material (bacteria). It measures directly the volatilized metallic
mercury of bacteria by means of a chemical adsorbent in a coupled mini-system, as a modified technique for
mercury in air analysis. It is potentially of interest to the bioremediation and bacterial mercury resistance
communities
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INTRODUCTION

Mercury is one of the most toxic metals in the
environment, and has no biological function.
However, since bacteria are very likely to be
confronted with toxic Hg+2 concentrations,
mercury resistance determinants (mer) are
widespread. This mechanism is of interest since it
codes proteins for transport and reduction of
mercuric ions in Gram-negative bacteria. (Silver
and Phung, 1996; Quian et al, 1998; Nies, 1999).
Resistance to mercury is based on particularities of
the metal such as its redox potential, vapor
pressure, and low melting and boiling point. Thus,
bacterial cells are able to reduce Hg+2 to Hg0,
which does not remain inside the cell with the
potential of becoming oxidized again, but leaves
the cell by passive diffusion (Nies, 1999).

The use of bacterial biomass for metal removal
from contaminated environment is a promising
technology. However, the determination of
mercury in biological material has always proved
problematic because of the difficulty of complete
oxidation of the matrix, with quantitative retention
of the metal. Specific oxidation techniques
developed to destroy organic material prior to
mercury analysis are incapable of fully oxidizing
some materials such as culture media. These
difficulties are due to the low temperature
required during the oxidation stage to avoid
mercury volatilization and to the extremely low
mercury levels detected in such a complex matrix
(Watling, 1977; Vecchio, 1998).
There are few techniques to study bacterial
mercury volatilization. Usually, the ability of a
specific strain to volatilize radioactively labeled
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Hg+2 (203Hg half-life of 46 days) is tested, followed
by mercury measurement with a type of
scintillation counter, an expensive and laborious
technique (Scottel et al., 1974; Kusano et al.,
1990). A screening method is also available, which
uses X-ray film spots in the analysis, using the
reduction of Ag+ emulsion with mercury vapor, but
this is not a really a quantitative technique
(Nakamura et al., 1999).
In a previous report, a genetically engineered
Escherichia coli strain was constructed to express
simultaneously two systems (mer and glutathione
S-transferase) which may be used to remove Hg+2

(Cursino et al., 2000). The present report describes
the construction of a mini-system involving
modifications of a technique used for the
determination of mercury in air using a chemical
adsorbent for the determination of mercury
volatilized by this bacterial strain.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental approach
The experiments were designed to allow the
control of both the biological system
(bacteria)  and the chemical system  (soluble
constituents). The strains were grown and
prepared for the volatilization assay as described
by Cursino et al. (2000).

Mini-system apparatus
A glass mini-system apparatus was built to
measure the total mercury volatilized by the tested
strains. It consisted of a container with a sealed
inner chamber and an air outlet equipped with an
appropriate metal vapor outlet containing silica gel
that retains water vapor and a vacuum pump which
permits the transport of all mercury vapor through
the adsorbent cartridge, a Cerulite200-
Hopcalite-type tube- All glass junctions were
sealed with Teflon.

Mercury analysis
Mercury concentration in the Cerulite tube was
measured in the soluble form with an atomic
absorption Analyst 300 spectrophotometer using
the cold vapor Mercury Analysis System
accessory FIAS 400 from Perkin Elmer (AAS-
CV). Total mercury in acid solutions was

quantified by NIOSH-recommended procedures
for mercury in air analysis (NIOSH, 1994).

Glassware
All glassware employed were previously
immersed in a 1.6 M HNO3 batth for  24 hours,
rinsed in purified water, and then sterilized by
autoclaving prior to the analysis.

Reagents
All reagents used were free-from-mercury grade
and the water was purified with a MilliQ apparatus
from Millipore.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first tried to quantify the capacity of bacterial
strains to volatilize metallic mercury directly in
the culture medium by AAS-CV and to calculate
the content of volatilized mercury by the
difference of the mercury concentration added and
found after the period of incubation with the
bacterial strains (data not shown). The AAS-CV
technique is well known and relatively
inexpensive. But the culture medium is a complex
organic matrix requiring hard conditions such as
high temperature prior to mercury analysis and
considering the high capacity of mercury to be lost
by volatilization. In addition to extremely low
readings during the measurements and
reproducibility this technique has failed (data not
shown). To overcome these difficulties we
developed a different procedure to measure
directly the volatilized metallic mercury content,
without any matrix interference or digestion steps,
by means of a simple apparatus which was called
mini-system (Fig. 1).
After optimization, the procedure proved to be
very fast and simple, avoiding all the difficulties
involved in the acid digestion of the samples. In
this method is only necessary to solubilize the
Hopcalite tube content and to perform mercury
analysis by AAS-CV.
Cerulite is a copper compound of high
sensitivity and specificity in retaining mercury.
The Hopcalite tube is currently used coupled to
individual air pumps for the evaluation of mercury
exposure in the work place environment
(McCammon et al., 1980; OSHA, 1987).
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Figure 1 - Complete mini-system apparatus.

In the present study we used its property of
retaining mercury, but coupled to a settling vessel
containing bacterial growth in the presence of 15
µg/ml inorganic mercury (HgCl2) concentration.
The device directly quantifies the content of
metallic mercury produced (Cursino et al., 2000).
Two intermediary columns containing desiccating
material (silica gel) were coupled to the device to
retain air flux humidity before passing the sample
through the Hopcalite tube. This proved to be
necessary after the first experiments, when we
observed the interference of humidity with the
dryness and efficiency of the adsorbent, and
solved the problem. After the glass junctions and

connections were completely sealed, the
evaluation of the content of mercury volatilized by
bacterial strains became a direct process without
any difficulties.
The quantitative results of the volatilized mercury
obtained using different genetically engineered
strains have been reported by Cursino et al.
(2000). In the cited study, the mercury content
detected showed to be as sensitive as any method
using AAS-CV to determination of mercury in
non-biological material. The mini-system
procedure presented advantages because reduced
several sources of errors such as interference,
introduction of contaminants, and reading
disturbances, since the tubes were stable and kept
in a dark dry place, and the readings of an
experiment could be scheduled for the same day
and under the same conditions.
It should be emphasized that this device permits
direct readings of metallic mercury produced
during bacterial growth, and the process is simple
and fast, basically consisting of acid dissolution of
the adsorbent, free from the media organic
material. The comparative characteristics of the
mini-system and of some other techniques used to
measure volatilized mercury are shown in Table 1.
Using this simple to operate mini-system
technique, reliable and reproducible results were
obtained.

Table 1 - Comparative characteristics of the mini-system and some other techniques to measure volatilized mercury.
Techniques Time required

(hours)
*Price per sample

(US$)
Detection limit

Hg+2 labeled radioactively/
scintillation counter

~10 ~90 0.03 µg/ml

X-ray film spots/ Ag+ emulsion ~7 ~10 >0.5 µg/ml
Mini -system/AAS ~2 ~10 0.03 µg per sample

* The essays are done in triplicate.
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RESUMO

Uma metodologia simples foi desenvolvida para
medir o mercúrio volatilizado em um sistema
biológico. Esta técnica é rápida, sensível e pode

superar as dificuldades freqüentemente observadas
em material biológico tais como, leituras
extremamente baixas e a sua reprodutibilidade.
Este sistema mede diretamente por meio de um
adsorvente químico acoplado a um mini-sistema o
mercúrio metálico volatilizado pela bactéria. Para
isto, a metodologia para a análise de mercúrio em
amostras de ar foi modificada.  Esta técnica é de
interesse para a biorremediação e para o estudo de
comunidades bacterianas resistentes ao mercúrio.
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